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ପଶପୁତି ପାସ ଵଃ

{॥ ପଶପୁତି ପାସ ଵଃ ॥}

ସଦା ସେଦାଜାତସିତମଧରୁସାଵାଦପରଯା

ଭଵାନା ଦୃପାତଭ ମରତତିଭିମିୁ ତପଟୁ ।

ଅପାଂ ପତୁଃ କାାଂ ଶିତମଧିକଶୀତଂ ପଶପୁେତ-

ମଖୁଂ ସେଦାଜାତଂ ମମ ଦୁରିତଜାତଂ ଵପନେଯ ॥ ୧॥

ଜଟାଃଵଧନୁାଶିଶିରମଖୁଵାେତୖରଵମତିଂ

ଗତଂ ଵାମାଂ ରୁାମନୁନଯସହେସୖଃ ପଶମିତୁ ।

କିରେଜା ଂ ଵାମଂ ନଯନମଗଜାେନତ ଘଟିତଂ

ଦଧଵାମଂ ଵଂ ହରତୁ ମମ କାମଂ, ପଶପୁେତଃ ॥ ୨॥

ଗେଲ େଘାରଵାଲଂ ଗରଲମପି ଗୂଷସଦୃଶଂ

ନିଦାଘାେ, ଗଜନଵଦତିନୀଲଂ ଵହତି ଯ ।

ନିରଂୁ ଵିଵାଘପଚଯମଧିତିଦମଦିଶଂ

ହେଘାରଂ ତଵଂ ଲଘଯତୁ ମଦଂ େମ, ପଶପୁେତଃ ॥ ୩॥

ପମୁଥନଂ ପତୂଂ ପଣତଶିରସାଂ ଦାତୁମନିଶଂ

ଜଲାଭାେଵା ମାଭୂଦିତି ଶିରସି ଗାଂ ଵହତି ଯ ।

ସେୁରଶାସାତୂଂ ମକୁଟୁଶଶିଭାସା କିରତି ତ

ମଖୁଂ ତ ପଂୁରୂପଂ ହରତୁ ମମ େମାହଂ, ପଶପୁେତଃ ॥ ୪॥

ରେମେଶା ଵାଗୀେଶା ଦିଵସରଜନୀେଶୗ ପରଶଦୃୁ

ସେୁରେଶା େଦୖେତେଶା ନିଶିଚରକେୁଲେଶାଽଥ ଧନଦଃ ।
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ଯଦୂଵାଂଶଵୁ ାେତୖଶିଵଚରିତଵଃ ପରିଣତାଃ

ତେଦୖଶାନଂ ଵଂ ହରତୁ ଭଵପାଶଂ, ପଶପୁେତଃ ॥ ୫॥

COMMENTS:-

Tha above verses are in praise of Lord Shiva, renowned by the name Pashupati

in the temple in Nepal.(ପ) pancha means five, (ଆସ)

Asyam means the face, and(ଵ) stavam means a hymn in praise. So

the title says that this is in praise of Lord Pashupati with five faces.

NEPAL: - The kingdom of Nepal is India's neighbour. The state is situated

high in the Himalaya mountains. Mount Everest, the highest peak in the

world, is situated in Nepal. It is an ancient country and has been referred

to in our puranas like Skandam and Bhagavatam. The Skanda Purana in the

section Nepala Mahatmayam says that fortunate indeed are those who live in

that country, because they are blessed with all the four goals(ପରୁୁଷାଥଃ।)

of life, to wit, dharma, artha, kama and mokSha. They are able to

have darshan of the Lord Pashupati whom even devas cannot see directly.

ପରୁୀ ପାଶପୁତୀ ଧନା ଚତୁଵଗ-ଫଲପଦା ।

େଜାତୀରୂପଂ ମହାଲିଂ ଯତ ାେଗୗ ତକାନ ॥

ଧନା େନୖପାଲିକା ମତ ାଃ ତଦୂ ପଂ େଗାଚରଂ ଵିଭୁ ।

ପଶି େଯଽପି େଦଵାନାଂ ସାାୁନରେଗାଚର ।

Nepal is described as a gem amongst holy places. The Skanda Puranam further

says that the people there will be calm, and will have other good qualities.

The place is situated in high mountains, among dense forests and has
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remarkable scenic beauty; and in such wonderful surrounding shines

Lord Pashupatinath as the very embodiment of wisdom. (Nepala mahatmyam.7-54).

ସଂପେୂଣ ଭାରେତଽସିନପି ଵସ-ୁଭରିେତ ଭୂଶିରଃ-ାନଭୂେତ

ଶଵାାଦି-େକେ  ହିମଗିରି-ଶିଖେରଽଭୁେରଽଧୁେମଽଃ ।

ପେୁଣ େନୖସଗ-ରେମ ପରଗହନ-ଵେନ ସଵିଚିେତ  ପଵିେତ

େେତ  େନପାଲ-ସଂେ ଲସତି ପଶପୁତି-େଜାତିରାା ଚିଦୀଶଃ ॥

It was a Hindu kingdom, the only one in the world, till recently. Here, in

Nepal, Lord Pashupati is seen as a lingam, nearly four feet high. and with

five faces - four facing the four directions and the fifth facing up. The

pujaries draw the Shri Chakra on the lingam daily before commencing the puja.

The full moon day (paurnamiେପୗଣମୀ ) is specially celebrated when a

huge quantity of rice is cooked along with vegetables. The rice is shaped

as a lingam and offered to the Lord and deeparadhanam is performed. The

temple attracts huge crowds on Shivaratri day when people throng to the

temple during the entire day to have darshan of the Lord.

FIVE FACES OF SHIVA:- Because of his five faces Shiva has the name

ପଵଃ। ପସାକାନି ଵାଣି ମଖୁାନି ନାନାରୂପାଣି

ଯସ ସ ତଥା । (Shivasahasranamam-Padmapuranam). These faces have

the following names. ଈଶାନ, ତୁରୁଷ, ଅେଘାର, ଵାମେଦଵ, and

ସେଦାଜାତ. These faces face up the sky, East, South, North and West

respectively. It seems that a lingam with five faces as described here is

to be seen only in the Pashupati temple in Nepal and the temple attached

to the Shankara math in Tiruvanaikkaval near Trichy. The hymn given in
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the beginning has salutations to the five faces of the Lord.

We have the salutations to Shiva's five faces in Mahanyasam that is chanted

before chanting the vedic hymn Shri Rudram. There are two Nyasams, the

Mahanyasam and the Laghunyasam. Maha(ମହ) means big. Laghu is the

opposite,(ଲଘ)ୁ means light, not heavy. The Mahanyasam is a part of the

methodology of chanting of the Rudram on special occasions such as Pradosham,

Shivaratri. Typically, during a Rudra parayanam at home, one recites the

Laghunyasam. Such a Shri Rudra parayanam in a public place of worship such

as a temple is preceeded by the recital of the Mahanyasam. As the name

difference indicates, the Laghunyasam is shorter. The Mahanyasam invokes

the deity of Shri Rudra in His many forms of Indra, Agni, Yama, Varuna etc

in the different limbs (anga's) of the one who chants. Such an invoking

is done to seek the blessings of the Lord, and at the same time giving

one and all a feeling of immediate presence of the Lord in the vicinity

of the chanting. The Mahanyasam has certain sections of the Shri Rudram,

the Purusha Suktam etc repeated in it. The Shiva samkalpam is also part

of this. The prayers addressed to the five faces of Shiva are given below.

ତୁରୁଷାଯ ଵିଦ େହ ମହାେଦଵାଯ ଧୀମହି। ତେନା ରୁଦ ଃ ପେଚାଦଯା ॥

ସଂଵତଗି -ତଟିଦୀ-କନକପଧ - େତେଜାରୁଣାଂ

ଗୀରଵନି-ସାମେଵଦଜନକଂ ତାମାଧରଂ ସୁର ।

ଅେଧୁଦୁତି-େଲାଲ-ପିଂଗଲ ଜଟା ଭାର-ପେବାୋଦକଂ

ଵେ ସିସରୁାସେୁର -ନମିତଂ ପଵୂଂ ମଖୁଂ ଶଲିୂନଃ ॥

ଓଂ ନେମା ଭଗଵେତ\' ରୁଦ ା\`ଯ । ପଵୂଂଗ ମଖୁାଯ ନମଃ ॥
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The above verse is in salutation of Tatpurusha facing East.

ଅ\`େଘା\'େର"େଭାଽଥ\` େଘାେର"େଭା\` େଘାରେଘାର\'ତେରଭଃ ।

ସେଵ"ଭଃ ସଵ\`ଶେଵ"େଭା\` ନମ\'େ ଅ ୁରୁ\`ଦ ରୁ\'େପଭଃ ॥

କାଲାଭ -ଭ ମରାଂଜନ-ଦୁତିନିଭଂ ଵାଵୃପିଂେଗଣଂ

କେଣାସିତ-େଭାଗିମକମଣି-େପାିନଦଂାଂକରୁ ।

ସପେପାତକପାଲ-ଶିୁଶକଲ-ଵାକୀଣତାେଶଖରଂ

ଵେ ଦିଣମୀଵରସ ଵଦନଂ ଚାଥଵନାେଦାଦଯ ॥

ଓଂ ନେମା ଭଗଵେତ\' ରୁଦ ା\`ଯ । ଦିଣାଂଗ ମଖୁାଯ ନମଃ ॥

The above verse is in salutation of Aghora facing South.

ସ\`େଦାଜା\`ତଂ ପ\'ପଦା\`ମି\` ସ\`େଦା ଜା\`ତାଯ\` େଵୖ ନେମା\` ନମ\'◌ଃ ।

ଭ\`େଵ ଭ\'େଵ\` ନାତି\'ଭେଵ ଭଵଵ\` ମା । ଭ\`େଵା\'ଵାଯ\` ନମ\'◌ଃ ॥

ପାେଲଯାଚଲମିୁକୁ-ଧଵଲଂ େଗାୀରେଫନପଭଂ

ଭସାଭଂଗମନଂଗେଦହଦହନ-ଵାଲାଵଲୀେଲାଚନ ।

ଵିୁବ ହ ମରୁଣାଚତପଦଂ ଋେଵଦନାେଦାଦଯଂ

ଵେଽହଂ ସକଲଂ କଲଂକରହିତଂ ାେଣାମଖୁଂ ପିମ ॥

ଓଂ ନେମା ଭଗଵେତ\' ରୁଦ ା\`ଯ । ପିମାଂଗ ମଖୁାଯ ନମଃ ॥

The above verse is in salutation of Sadyojata facing West.

ଵା\`ମ\`େଦ\`ଵାଯ\` ନେମା" େଜାଯ\` ନମ\'◌ଃ େଶ\`ାଯ\` ନେମା\' ରୁ\`ଦ ାଯ\` ନମ\`◌ଃ

କାଲା\'ଯ\` ନମ\`◌ଃ କଲ\'ଵିକରଣାଯ\` ନେମା\` ବଲ\`ଵିକରଣାଯ\` ନେମା\` ବଲା\'ଯ\` ନେମା\`
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ବଲ\'ପମଥନାଯ\` ନମ\`ସଵ\'ଭୂତଦମନାଯ\` ନେମା\' ମ\`େନା\'ନ \'ନାଯ\` ନମ\'◌ଃ ॥

େଗୗରଂ କଂୁକମୁ ପଂକିତଂ ସତିୁଲକଂ ଵାପାମୁଲଂ

ଭୂ ଵିେପ-କଟାଵୀଣଲସଂସକେଣଲ ।

ସି ଂ ବିମ ଫଲାଧରଂ ପହସିତଂ ନୀଲାଲକାଲଂକୃତଂ

ଵେ ଯାଜୁଷ-େଵଦେଘାଷଜନକଂ ଵଂ ହରେସାର ॥

ଓଂ ନେମା ଭଗଵେତ\' ରୁଦ ା\`ଯ । ଉରାଂଗ ମଖୁାଯ ନମଃ ॥

The above verse is in salutation of Vamadeva facing North .

ଈଶାନସଵ\'ଵିଦା\`ନା\`ମୀଵରଃ ସଵ\' ଭୂତା\`ନାଂ

ବ ହ ାଧି\'ପତି\`ବ ହ \`େଣାଧି\'ପତି\`ବ ହ ା\' ଶି\`େଵା

େମ\' ଅ ୁସଦାଶି\`େଵା ॥

ଵାଵନିରୂପିତଂ ଚ ପରମଂ ଷତି ଂଶତ୍ଵାଧିକଂ

ତସାଦୁର-ତ୍ଵମରମିତି େଧଯଂ ସଦା େଯାଗିଭିଃ ।

ଓଂକାରାଦି-ସମମଜନକଂ ସୂାତିସୂଂ ପରଂ

ଵେ ପଂଚମମୀଵରସ ଵଦନଂ ଖଵାପି େତେଜାମଯ ॥

ଓଂ ନେମା ଭଗଵେତ\' ରୁଦ ା\`ଯ । ଊଵାଂଗ ମଖୁାଯ ନମଃ ॥

The above verse is in salutation of Ishana facing up - the sky.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FIVE FACES ;- What is the significance of Shiva

being said to have five faces? This is explained in detail by Shri

Nilakanta DikShita in his commentary called Shivatattva rahasyam to
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Shiva 108 Namavali. The nameପଵଃ is the 52nd name in the

namavali. A section from the elaborate commentary is given below.

ତାନି ଚ ପ ମଖୁାନି

ଈଶାନ-ତୁରୁଷାେଘାର-ଵାମେଦଵ-ସେଦାଜାତାଖ-ପ-

ବ ହ ାକାନି, ତାନି ଚ ପବ ହ ାଣି ଭୂତ- ପକ,

ତନ ାତୃ-ପକ, କେମି ଯ-ପକ, ାେନି ଯ-ପକ,

ପରୁୁଷ-ପକୃତି-ବୁହଂକାର ମେନାରୂପ-ତ୍ଵ- ପକ,

ନିଵୃିପତିାଵିଦାଶାି, ଶାତୀତାଖ କଲା-ପକ,

ବ ହ ା, ଵିୁ, ରୁଦ , ମେହଵର, ସଦାଶିଵାଖ-ମତୂ-ପକ,

ଶିଵସାଦାଖ, ମତୂ ସାଦାଖ, ମତୂ ସାଦାଖ-କତୃ ସାଦାଖ-କମସାଦାଖ

ସାଦାଖ ପକାକାନୀତି ଶିଵପରୁାଣାଗେମଷ ୁପସି ।

A full discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this writeup. One

may have to approach a scholar for further details on this subject.

`Pashupati' means the protector of the kine. Every thing in creation from

Brahma the creator down to immovables are known as pashus. Shiva is known

as Pashupati since He is their Lord. The name occurs in vedas (eg) in Shri

Rudram that says.ନେମା ଵୃେେଭା ହରିେକେଶଭଃ ପଶନୂାଂ ପତେଯ ନମଃ ।

It also occurs in the Shiva 108 namavali (no.92) and Shiva 1000 namavali. In

the Shiva sahasranamam(Padmapuranam) (No.44) we find the following.

ପଶପୁତିଃ - ପଶନୂାଂ ବ ହ ାଦୀନାଂ ଵିପଦାଂ ଚତୁଦାଂ ଚ ପତିନଯକଃ ।

l◌୍ରହ ାଦାଃ ାଵରାା ପଶଵଃ ପରିକୀତତାଃ ।

େତଷାଂ ପତିଵାଵିେଵେଶା ଭଵଃ ପଶପୁତିଃ ସତୃଃ ॥r◌୍ ଇତି ପରୁାଣ ।

l◌୍ସଵଦା ଯଶୂପାତି େତଷ ୁଯଦ ମେତ ପନୁଃ ।

େତଷାମଧିପତିଯ ତସାଶପୁତିଃ ସତୃଃ ॥r◌୍ ଇତି ମହାଭାରତ ।
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Nepal is therefore known as Pashupatipuri after the Lord.

The river Vangmati flows close to the temple of Pashupati. The waters

from the river are used for the daily ablutions in the temple. It is said

that after Lord Narasimha appeared, killed the demon king and blessed

Prahlada. Then He disappeared from the scene. Prahlada was greatly

disappointed at this. He wanted to see the Lord again and did severe

penance. Lord Shiva was impressed by this and laughed in happiness. Water

flowed from His mouth at that time and turned into a river. The river that

flowed from His mouth came to be known as Vangmati. (From Nepala Mahatmyam).

ଭଗଵଂ ତମେଵଂୁ ଯଦା ଭାଗଵେତା ଯେଯୗ ।

ତମଦୃ୍ଵା ତପେେପ ହିମଵିଖେର ଶେୁଭ ॥

ଦୃ୍ଵା ତଂ ଶଂଭୁରାଗତ ହାସମେୁୖକାର ହ ।

ତେତା ନଦୀ ସମୁନା ହୁନତା ଗିରିଗଵରା ॥

ଵଚନାନ ମ େଦୖେତ  ବହିଯତା ଯେତା ନଦୀ ।

ଅେତାଽସା ଵାଙ ତୀ ନାମ ଭଵିଷତି ନ ସଂଶଯଃ ।

ପହାଦ ଗ େଦୖେତ  ଵିୁଭିଦୃଢାଽ ୁେତ ॥

Lord Shiva blessed Prahlada that his devotion to Hari will remain firm.

Nepal also has the river Gandaki. Shaligrama stones are found in the

river bed. They are symbolic of Lord Vishnu. Shrimad Bhagavatam makes a

reference to the river in Book 5 - chapter 7 when it narrates the story

of King Bharata. This country came to be known as Bharata Varsha after
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this king only. The king, after ruling over the country for a long time

renounced everything and repaired to the forests to the hermitage of

Sage Pulaha situated on the banks of river Gandaki. It is said that

Lord Hari reveals His form to His devotees there in the ashram even

today. The holy river Chakranadi (Gandaki) hallows on both sides the

places of this ashrama through contact with circular (wheel like)

pebbles on both sides.This place is known as the ShaligramakShetra.

ଏଵଂ ଵଷଯତୁସହସପଯାଵସିତକମନିଵଣାଵସେରାଽଧିଭୁଜମାନଂ

ଵତନେଯେଭା ରିଥଂ ପିତୃେପୖତାମହଂ ଯଥାଦାଯଂ ଵିଭଜ

ଵଯଂ ସକଲସଂପନିେକତା ଵନିେକତା ପଲୁହାଶମଂ ପଵଵ ାଜ ॥ ୮॥

ଯତ  ହ ଵାଵ ଭଗଵା ହରିରଦାପି ତତ ତାନାଂ

ନିଜଜନାନାଂ ଵାେଲନ ସଂନିଧାପତ ଇାରୂେପଣ ॥ ୯॥

ଯତ ାଶମପଦାନୁଭଯେତାନାଭୀଭିଦୃଷେକୖକନଦୀ ନାମ

ସରିଵରା ସଵତଃ ପଵିତ ୀକେରାତି ॥ ୧୦॥

HISTORICAL NOTES:-

The documents in the National Archives of Nepal reveal that Shri

Shankaracharya visited Nepal during his travels around the country. He

had discussions with the then king of Nepal who was a Buddhist and weaned

him away from Buddhism to Hinduism. He made changes to the way pujas were

being done in Pashupatinath temple and arranged to have regular pujas done

by priests got from South India. Four priests, properly trained in the
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temple procedures and recitng the vedas perform the pujas to the four faces

on the four sides. These facts are also to be seen in the text Punyashloka

manjari that deals with the history of the Kanchi Shankara math. It also

says that Shri Vipulananda Sadashiva - the 53rd acharya in the lineage of

acharyas of the math visited Nepal. He was warmly received by the king and

honoured by him. The following verse in the text says that.

ନିଜନୀଵୃଦଗେହତିେଖଦତଜେନପାଲନୃପାଲପଜୂପାଦଃ ।

ସ ପେୁରା ମମ ସାଧ ୁସନିଧାଂ ଵିଫଲାନନଦସଦାଶିେଵାଽପମଃ ॥

This fact is also mentioned as

େନପାଲାଦିନୃପାଲେମୗଲିଵିଧୃତଶୀଶାସନ ...

in the Vyasachaliya Shankaravijayam ..

Shri Vyasachala was the disciple of Shri Vipulananda Sadashiva

and succeded him as the 54th head of the math. He is the author of

Vyasachaliya Shankaravijayam. The details show that the Shri Vipulananda

Sadashiva visited Nepal when it was in the grip of severe famine. He

blesed the state and brought relief from the severe famine.

Now, before concluding, let us ponder as to what we should seek from

Lord Pashupati. Shri Shankaracharya, in his Shivanandalahari (verse No.68)

shows us the way. Let us join him in this moving appeal to Lord Pashupati.

ଅମିତମଦୁମତୃଂ ମହୁୁଦ ୁହୀଂ

ଵିମଲ-ଭଵଦ-େଗାମାଵୀ ।
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ସଦଯ ପଶପୁେତ ସ-ୁପଣୁ-ପାକଂ

ମମ ପରିପାଲଯ ଭି-େଧନୁେମକା ॥ ୬୮॥

Pashu(ପଶ)ୁ means cattle in general. Here the acharya takes it to mean

a cow. The `cow' in this instance is devotion or bhakti. Lord Pashupati

is the owner of the cow. The acharya requests the Lord to take care of

the bhakti `cow' and nourish it or, in other words, make his devotion to

Him firm and unwavering. The cow shed will generally be unclean. But the

bhakti cow will not stay in unclean places. It stays in a very clean place

(viz.) the Lord's feet.ଵିମଲ-ଭଵଦ-େଗାମାଵସୀ।

ଵିମଲ = clean, pure. ଭଵଦ-େଗାମାଵସୀ = staying

in the cow-pen of your feet.େଗା = cowpen. This implies that

the place where bhakti resides is a very exalted one. The ordinary cow

can give only milk, in limited quantities and that too at specific times

only. This bhakti cow is capable of giving us many good things - and that

too all the time and in abundance and most importantly the nectar called

`bliss' . So, ଅମିତମଦୁମତୃଂ ମହୁୁଦ ୁହୀ। ଅମିତ = unlimited.

ମଦୁ = joy, happiness. ଅମତୃଂ = nectar. ଦୁହୀ =

yielding.ମହୁୁଃ = often, frequently. The cow will be tied to a peg

fixed to the ground. Bhakti is the result of good deeds or punyam done in

many births. So, the bhakti cow is tied to the peg that is the frution

of good deeds or punyam done in numerous births.ସପୁଣୁ-ପାକା । The

Lord is requested to take care of such a cow. Lord Pashupati is addressed

asସଦଯ ପଶପୁେତ = O! the compassionate Pashupati!. This indicates
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that the Lord has a kind heart and will certainly listen to our pleading.
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